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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR RANKING A 
GROUP OF ATHLETES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application Ser. No. 61/861,218, filed Aug. 1, 2013. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates to a system and 
method for a school, team, or athletic organization to manage 
information about a wrestling team, and provide live scoring 
information and up-to-date and real-time statistical data at an 
athletic competition and thereafter, including the ranking of a 
group of athletes. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. Many athletic organizations, including wrestling 
organizations, hold bracketed tournaments. In a bracketed 
tournament, competitors are assigned a “rank” or “seed'. 
typically although not always based on that competitor's past 
performance. Matchups are then determined according to the 
rank or seed assigned to the competitors, with the highest 
being matched up with the lowest and onward. For wrestling 
tournaments, this can be a laborious process, involving com 
piling results from various sources for each competitor and 
either hand calculating the ranking algorithm or plugging 
each individual piece of data into a program. 
0004. It therefore would be useful to have a system avail 
able that can quickly analyze past performance of all wres 
tlers participating in a meet and rank them according to their 
past performance. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0005. In one exemplary embodiment, a computer-based 
application, which optionally may be accessed through the 
Internet, is provided for ranking groups of competitors for 
placement in bracketed tournaments. The system comprises a 
ranking module, wherein the ranking module is programmed 
to: (a) receive data associated with each competitor entered 
into a tournament; (b) enter the data into a ranking matrix, 
which converts the data into a score for each competitor; (c) 
rank each competitor according to the score; and optionally 
(d) generate a bracket for the tournament. 
0006. In one exemplary embodiment, the data associated 
with each competitor is stored and indexed in a database or 
computer readable media that is communicably connected to 
the ranking module, wherein the ranking module communi 
cates with the database or computer readable media to obtain 
the data associated with each competitor. 
0007. The system optionally integrates directly with a 
scorebook system for receiving optimal performance and 
weight classification data to collect Wrestler and result data, 
which is then used to compare wrestlers based on different 
pre-defined criteria. 
0008. Additional objects, features and advantages of the 
invention will be set forth in the description which follows, 
and in part, will be obvious from the description, or may be 
learned by practice of the invention. The objects, features and 
advantages of the invention may be realized and obtained by 
means of the instrumentalities and combination particularly 
pointed out in the appended claims. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 is a diagram of the components of a score 
book system in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0010 FIG. 2 is a diagram of the membership administra 
tive OPC access process in accordance with an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0011 FIG. 3 is a diagram scoring initiation process in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0012. In accordance with the exemplary embodiments dis 
cussed below, a system and related methods for ranking 
groups of wrestlers for placement in bracketed tournaments is 
provided. 
0013. In one embodiment, a system is provided for seed 
ing a bracketed tournament, the system comprising a ranking 
module, the ranking module comprising a computing device 
with a microprocessor in electronic communication with one 
or more databases or computer readable media storing data 
associated with a plurality of competitors; wherein the micro 
processor of the ranking module is programmed to obtain 
specified pieces of data from the database about each com 
petitor entered into a tournament, calculate a rank according 
to a ranking matrix, and optionally, generate a bracketed for 
the bracketed tournament based on the calculated rank for 
each competitor. 
0014. In one exemplary embodiment, the ranking module 

is communicably connected to a database or computer read 
able media comprising the data associated with the competi 
tors. The database or computer readable media may option 
ally be communicably connected to a scorebook system, 
wherein the database or computer readable media collects 
result data from the scorebook system and indexes the result 
data. 
0015. In another exemplary embodiment, an integrated 
scorebook, weight management, and ranking system is pro 
vided. 

I. Ranking Module 
0016. In an exemplary embodiment, the microprocessor of 
the ranking module is programmed to: (a) receive data asso 
ciated with each competitor entered into a tournament; (b) 
convert the data into a score for each competitor according to 
a ranking matrix; (c) rank each competitor according to the 
score; and optionally (d) generate a bracket for the tourna 
ment. 

(0017 A. Ranking Matrices 
0018. One function of the ranking module is to select data 
associated with each competitor and to use that data to cal 
culate a rank for each competitor. The ranking module uses a 
ranking matrix to select the data to be collected and to deter 
mine how that data translates into a rank. A number of differ 
ent ranking matrices are known in the art, and the ranking 
matrix optionally will be preloaded with a ranking matrix or 
group of ranking matrices relevant to the tournament or orga 
nization using the system. Additionally or alternatively, an 
option may be provided by which a user can program the 
ranking module to use a custom ranking matrix. 
0019. In one exemplary embodiment, the ranking matrix is 
a ranking matrix for a bracketed wrestling tournament. Wres 
tling tournaments commonly use four matrices to rank wres 
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tlers, such as for seeding a bracketed tournament tourna 
ments: (1) caliber/prestige; (2) “Missouri Option’ (head to 
head and common opponent); (3) Coaches Vote; and (4) Win 
ning Percentage. 

1. Caliber/Prestige 

0020. In one embodiment, the ranking module is pro 
grammed to rank competitors using a caliber/prestige ranking 
matrix. A caliber/prestige ranking matrix uses weighted 
points assigned to specific point accumulating results associ 
ated with the competitor. When a caliber/prestige ranking 
matrix is selected, the ranking module obtains all point accu 
mulating results for each competitor over a specified time 
period, assigns each point accumulating result a value accord 
ing to the ranking matrix selected, Sums the point values for 
all point accumulating result to determine a Total Points 
value, and optionally averages the Total Points value over the 
total number of matches during the specified time period to 
obtain a Points Per Match value. Depending upon the matrix 
selected, the rank can be assigned according to either the Total 
Points value or the Points Per Match value. 
0021. By way of example and not limitation, point accu 
mulating results can be indexed according to specific catego 
ries, such as “Match Points”, “Prestige Points”, “Caliber 
Points, and “Winning Percentage Points. 
0022 "Match Points' are points associated with the result 
of a specific match, irrespective of the opponent or context. 
By way of example and not limitation, Match Points could be 
assigned as set forth in Table 1: 

TABLE 1. 

Match Result Points for Win Points for Loss 

Fall/Forfeit Disqualification/Default +6 -6 
Technical Fall +5 -5 
Major Decision +4 -4 
Decision Sudden victory/Tie +3 -3 
Breaker? Ultimate Tie Breaker 

0023 “Prestige Points' are points awarded for specific 
achievements by the competitor. By way of example and not 
limitation, Prestige Points can be awarded for qualifying for, 
placing in, or winning a prior tournament. 
0024 “Caliber Points' are awarded for results versus an 
opponent having a specific achievement. By way of example 
and not limitation, Caliber Points can be awarded for a win or 
draw versus a tournament champion. 
0025. “Winning Percentage Points' are awarded for meet 
ing or exceeding a winning percentage threshold over a pre 
determined time period. 
0026. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed with at least one caliber/prestige ranking matrix, 
which optionally may include a pre-defined set of point accu 
mulating results and point values associated therewith. By 
way of example and not limitation, a menu option may be 
provided to select one of a group of tournaments, which 
results in the ranking matrix being prepopulated with a pre 
defined set of point accumulating results, and point values 
associated therewith, that are used by that tournament. 
0027. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed to allow the user to design a customizable caliber/ 
prestige ranking matrix. For example, a menu may be pro 
vided to allow a user to select a plurality of point 
accumulating results. The menu may leave blank the points 
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associated with each point accumulating result and permit the 
user to fill in the point values, or may provide a default point 
value to each point accumulating result, which may be 
adjusted by the user. The menu may also provide the user to 
define a time period during which the point accumulating 
results. The menu may provide an option to select additional 
limitations on the point accumulating results that will count 
toward each competitor's Total Points value. For example, the 
menu may provide options to exclude certain point accumu 
lating results from the Total Points Value, such as results 
obtained at different weight classes, at exhibition matches, or 
against competitors from outside of specified affiliations. 

2. Missouri Option 
0028. In one embodiment, the ranking module is pro 
grammed to rank competitors using a "Missouri Option” 
ranking matrix. A Missouri Option ranking matrix uses ahead 
to head and common opponent report to rank the wrestlers. 
When a Missouri Option ranking matrix is selected, only 
results versus other competitors or versus common opponents 
with other competitors are considered. A specified number of 
points is awarded for eachhead-to-head result and/or for each 
result versus a common opponent. The points awarded may 
optionally be weighted according to the manner of victory or 
defeat, and optionally may be weighted in favor of head-to 
head victories. Specific competitors are nominated for a given 
rank, and the ranking module collects result data indexed 
according to opponent for each nominated competitor, pairs 
each nominated competitor againstone another, removes any 
results that are not associated with both competitors, and 
calculates a Total Points value based on the common oppo 
nent and/or head-to-head results, and optionally averages the 
Total Points value over the total number of matches to obtain 
a Points Per Match value. The competitor with a higher Total 
Points value, or optionally Points Per Match value, is deemed 
to have an advantage over the other competitor. The process is 
then repeated for all competitors nominated for that rank, and 
the competitor having the most advantages over the other 
competitors is awarded the rank. The process is then repeated 
for all seeds. In the event of a tie, tiebreakers may be prede 
termined, such as winning percentage and/or prior placement 
in the tournament. 
0029. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed with at least one Missouri Option ranking matrix, 
which optionally may include a pre-defined set of point val 
ues. By way of example and not limitation, a menu option 
may be provided to select one of a group of tournaments, 
which results in the ranking matrix being prepopulated with a 
predefined set of point values that are used by that tourna 
ment. 

0030. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed to allow the user to design a customizable Missouri 
Option ranking matrix. For example, a menu may be provided 
to allow a user to define a point system to be applied in 
head-to-head and common opponent scenarios, including but 
not limited to an option to weight the manner in which the 
result is obtained. By way of example and not limitation, an 
option may be presented to assign points for victory and/or 
loss by each of the following: by fall, technical fall, disquali 
fication, default or forfeit, or decision (which optionally may 
be weighted by margin of victory or defeat). The menu may 
also present the option of weighting the points differently 
depending on whether the result occurred in a head-to-head 
situation or in a common opponent situation. The menu may 
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leave blank the points associated with each result and permit 
the user to fill in the point values, or may provide a default 
point value to each point accumulating result, which may be 
adjusted by the user. The menu may also provide the user to 
define a time period during which the results occurred. The 
menu may provide an option to select additional limitations 
on the point accumulating results that will count toward each 
competitor's Total Points value. For example, the menu may 
provide options to exclude certain point accumulating results 
from the Total Points Value, such as results obtained at dif 
ferent weight classes, at exhibition matches, or against com 
petitors from outside of specified affiliations. 

3. Coaches Vote 

0031. In one embodiment, the ranking module is pro 
grammed to rank competitors using a "Coaches Vote' ranking 
matrix. A Coaches Vote ranking matrix seeds the competitors 
based on a vote of the coaches. Each coach participating in the 
tournament assigns a rank to each competitor. The ranking 
module collects results of the Vote, assigns a point value to 
each rank, calculates a Total Points value based on the Voting 
results, and optionally averages the Total Points value over 
the total number of votes to obtain an Average value. In an 
aspect, a relatively low point value is assigned to a high rank, 
for example, a rank of 1 would have a point value of 1, a rank 
of 2 would have a point value of 2, etc. In this circumstance, 
the competitor with the lowest Total Points or Average will 
receive the higher rank. Alternatively, a relatively high point 
value is assigned to a high rank, for example, a rank of 1 
would have a point value of 64, a rank of 2 would have a point 
value of 63, etc. In this circumstance, the competitor with the 
highest Total Points or Average will receive the higher rank. 
The ranking matrix may be programmed for a straight Vote, 
wherein each competitor is assigned a specific rank, from 1 to 
the total number of competitors in the tournament, and each 
rank is assigned a specific point value. Alternatively, the 
ranking matrix may be programmed for a slotted vote, 
wherein each competitor is slotted into a range of ranks, and 
each range is assigned a specific point value. In yet another 
alternative, a mixed vote is used, in which some of the com 
petitors are assigned to a specific rank, while others are 
assigned to a range of ranks (for example, the top 10 are 
assigned to a specific rank, and the remainder are assigned to 
various ranges). 
0032. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed with at least one Coaches Vote ranking matrix, 
which optionally may include a pre-defined set of point val 
ues. By way of example and not limitation, a menu option 
may be provided to select one of a group of tournaments, 
which results in the Coaches Vote ranking matrix being pre 
populated with a predefined set of point values that are used 
by that tournament. 
0033. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed to allow the user to design a customizable Coaches 
Vote ranking matrix. For example, a menu may be provided to 
allow a user to define a point system to be applied, and to 
define whether to apply a straight vote, a slotted vote, or a 
mixed vote. The menu may leave blank the points associated 
with each rank or slot and permit the user to fill in the point 
values, or may provide a default point value to each rank or 
slot, which may be adjusted by the user. 

4. Winning Percentage 
0034. In one embodiment, the ranking module is pro 
grammed to rank competitors using a “Winning Percentage” 
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ranking matrix. A Winning Percentage ranking matrix seeds 
the competitors based on each competitors winning percent 
age, which may optionally include consideration of other 
rules, including for example, options to: set a minimum num 
ber of matches to qualify for a give rank; include or exclude 
matches competed during a certain time period, in a given 
location (for example to include or exclude out-of-state 
results), or against specific competitors or groups of competi 
tors (such as matches outside of a given weight class). 
0035. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed with at least one Winning Percentage ranking 
matrix. By way of example and not limitation, a menu option 
may be provided to select one of a group of tournaments, 
which results in the Winning Percentage ranking matrix being 
prepopulated with a predefined set of rules that are used by 
that tournament to calculate the relevant winning percentage. 
0036. In one embodiment, the ranking module is prepro 
grammed to allow the user to design a customizable Winning 
Percentage ranking matrix. For example, a menu may be 
provided to allow a user to define a rule set to be applied. For 
example, the menu may provide options: to set a minimum 
number of matches to qualify for a give rank; or to include or 
exclude matches competed during a certain time period, in a 
given location (for example to include or exclude out-of-state 
results), or against specific competitors or groups of competi 
tors (such as matches outside of a given weight class). 
0037 B. Data Associated with Each Competitor 
0038. One function of the ranking module is to automati 
cally obtain data associated with each competitor for use in 
calculating the rank of each competitor. The precise data to be 
collected will vary depending on the ranking matrix that is 
used. 
0039. In one exemplary embodiment, the data is stored 
and indexed in the database according to criteria used by the 
ranking module to select data appropriate for a given ranking 
matrix. By way of example and not limitation, the data is 
stored in database that is communicably connected with the 
ranking module. Each piece of data in the database is associ 
ated with a specific competitor. For example, the database 
may be configured to compile results of athletic competitions 
on a continuous basis, and associate those results with a 
specific competitor. The competitor may optionally be 
indexed by specific associations. For example, the competitor 
may be associated with a specific team, which may further be 
associated with, for example, an athletic association. By way 
of example and not limitation, a high School wrestler is linked 
in the database with: (1) the school he competes for; and (2) 
the conference, sectional, regional, and/or the state athletic 
association that the school competes in. By properly indexing 
the data, a user can set criteria by which the ranking module 
obtains competitor-specific data and calculates a rank accord 
ing to a user selected or user defined ranking matrix based on 
the data, and the ranking module can then automatically 
calculate a rank for a plurality of competitors entered into a 
tOurnament. 

0040. In one exemplary embodiment, the data is organized 
into Supporting tables, which speeds calculations up and 
make the calculations more seamless. Tables optionally may 
be created to allow athletes to have different point values 
assigned to them depending on the ranking matrix to be 
applied. Additionally, “groups' may be defined in a table to 
allow ranking matrices to be applied to them easily. Exem 
plary groups include, but are not limited to: teams, confer 
ences, sections, states, and weigh classes. 
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0041. In another exemplary embodiment, the ranking 
module may use affiliations, or groupings, to identify how 
points are applied to each wrestler. For example, each wres 
tler could be indexed with to a specific team, which may then 
be cross-indexed with a specific league, section, district, State 
class, and/or state, etc. The affiliations for each wrestler, team, 
league, etc. could be used by the ranking module to rapidly 
select a list of competitors for a given tournament and calcu 
late the respective seeds. 
0042 
0043. In one exemplary embodiment, the ranking module 

is accessed through at least one user Screen, which provides 
various options for a user to generate and view a set of seeds. 
In an aspect, the user Screen may provide an option to select 
the competitors to be entered into a tournament and/or the 
ranking matrix to be used. In another aspect, the user Screen 
may provide an option to create a new ranking matrix or to 
edit an existing ranking matrix, to edit data associated with 
competitors, or to generate reports based on ranking calcula 
tions. Different user Screens may also be provided, depending 
on the identity of the user, which optionally may have differ 
ent rights to view and modify data associated therewith. 
0044. In one exemplary embodiment, an administrator 
user screen is provided. Access to an administrator user 
screen may be limited to specific users responsible for admin 
istering a tournament, for example, an organizer of the tour 
nament or a governing body (such as the NCAA or a state 
scholastic athletic organization), and may provide options to 
selector edit ranking matrices for the tournament, and to enter 
and/or remove participants from the competition, and/or to 
allows specified credentialed users to add/edit/create affilia 
tions. 

0045. In another exemplary embodiment, a plurality of 
administrator user screens may be provided, wherein each 
administrator user Screen is limited to data and options for a 
Subgroup of competitors. For example, there are a number of 
different conferences within the NCAA, such as the BIG 
TENR) Conference. In this circumstance, different adminis 
trator user screens may be generated for the NCAA and for 
each individual conference. The NCAA administrator user 
screen provides access and options for all NCAA teams, the 
BIG TENR) administrator user screen provides access and 
options for only BIG TENR teams, and so forth. 
0046. In another exemplary embodiment, the system for 
seeding a scholastic tournament is provided, comprises at 
least three administrator screens: a Primary Administrator 
Screen; a Section Administrator Screen; and a Coach Screen. 

C. User Screens 

Primary Administrator Screen 

0047. The Primary Administrator Screen would provide 
an administrative body access to create, access, and/or edit all 
data indexed with the administrative body. 
0048. In one embodiment, the Primary Administrator 
Screen may be used to create different ranking matrices. For 
example, this page may provide options to: 

0049 
0050 select who the ranking matrix will apply to, 
include but not limited to: Entire 

0051. Organization (such as the NCAA), Specific Sec 
tions, Specific Teams, etc. The selections may be limited to 

name the ranking matrix. 
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teams and sections within that organization and optionally 
may auto populate the fields based on the user's roles. 

0.052 select a ranking matrix template 
0053 select, create, remove, and add user access to the 
ranking matrix. 

0.054 set all of the variables depending on which rank 
ing matrix template was selected. 

In another aspect, the Primary Administrator Screen provides 
access to customize the Section Administrator Screen or 
Coach Screen. For example, a default set of drop down menus 
may be provided for the Section Administrator Screen or 
Coach Screen. The Primary Administrator may then “turn on 
or “turn off the dropdown menus, which determines the 
extent of access and permissions available to the Section 
Administrator and/or Coach. 

Section Administrator Screen 

0055. The Section Administrator Screen is linked to spe 
cific a Primary Administrator Screen, but further broken 
down to a specific Subsection of the organization adminis 
tered. They only have access to the data within their specific 
section. The Section Administrator Screen may optionally 
provide viewing access to the Primary Administrator Screen, 
but may not have the full editing privileges of the Primary 
Administrator Screen. In an aspect, a plurality of Section 
Administrator Screens optionally may be indexed with a 
single Primary Administrator Screen. In another aspect, a 
plurality of Section Administrator Screen optionally may be 
indexed with a single, Superior Section Administrator Screen. 
0056. In another aspect, the Section Administrator Screen 
provides access to customize the Coach Screen. For example, 
a default set of drop down menus may be provided for the 
Coach Screen. The Section Administrator may then “turn on 
or “turn off the dropdown menus, which determines the 
extent of access and permissions available to the Coach. 

Coach Screen 

0057. A Coach Screen is linked to specific a Section 
Administrator Screen, but further broken down to a specific 
team within the section administered. The Coach Screen pro 
vides the authorized user (typically a coach or athletic direc 
tor) access to data for wrestlers indexed with a specific team, 
with permission to optionally editat leasta Subset of that data. 
For example, Coach Screen may provide the authorized user 
an option to set starters for a given tournament. Setting start 
ers allows the ranking module to know which athletes are able 
to be grouped and compared, which avoids having an admin 
istrator manually enter all competitors into a given competi 
tion. 
0058. In an exemplary embodiment, the Coach Screen 
may be customizable through the Primary Administrator 
Screen and/or Section Administrator Screen. For example, a 
default set of drop down menus may be provided for the 
Coach Screen. The Primary Administrator or Section Admin 
istrator may then “turn on' or “turn off the dropdown menus, 
which determines the extent of access and permissions avail 
able to the Coach. 
0059. In another aspect, the Coach Screen provides a 
screen to vote if the coaches' vote is used. 

II. Scorebook System 
0060. The system may further be integrated with a score 
book system. In an aspect, the system comprises a database 
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communicably connected with a scorebook system, wherein 
the database collects data from the scorebook system and 
indexes it according to competitor. 
0061. As used herein, a “scorebook system’ shall refer to 
any system having the capability of electronically tracking 
results from an athletic contest, such as a wrestling meet. 
0062. In one exemplary embodiment, the scorebook sys 
tem is a system for receiving optimal performance and weight 
classification data for wrestlers of any age and background, 
providing tournament bracketing, live scoring, and real time 
statistical data at a wrestling meet and thereafter, analyzing 
and reporting statistical information about the meets, teams 
and wrestlers, and compiling and providing media informa 
tion about a wrestling meet. The system and methods dis 
closed herein are Suitable for athletes of any age and back 
ground. While the system and methods herein are described 
in the context of wrestling, particularly at a high School or 
college level, they also may be applied to any sport or activity 
0063. In one exemplary embodiment, the scorebook sys 
tem is a computer-based application, and may be accessed 
through the Internet. As shown in FIG. 1, the scorebook 
system receives assessment data 10 and roster information 20 
ofevery assessed wrestler for a school or team. Competitions 
may be entered through the Team Schedule component 30. 
Results of competitions may be entered after the competition 
through the Competition Data Entry (CDE) component 40 or 
live through the Live Scorebook 50 component. Results are 
used to update Team Information and Wrestler Information 
pages 60. A variety of reports may be generated 70. 
0064. The roster information and assessment data may be 
received in the form of an “alpha master report from a system 
such as the Optimal Performance Calculator (OPC), dis 
closed in U.S. application Ser. No. 1 1/861,069, which is 
incorporated herein in its entirety by specific reference for all 
purposes. The alpha master report contains assessment data 
forevery assessed wrestler for a team or School, including, but 
not limited to, the following data fields: 
0065 1. School Name. 
0066 2. School Address. 
0067 3. Athlete Last Name Populated from the initial 
athlete assessment. 

0068 4. Athlete First Name Populated from the initial 
athlete assessment. 

0069 5. Alpha Date The date of the initial athlete assess 
ment. 

0070. 6. Alpha Weight The body weight taken at the time 
of the initial athlete assessment. 

(0071 7. Alpha % Body Fat The body fat% taken at the 
time of the initial athlete assessment. 

0072 8. Minimum Wrestling Weight Prior to Variance 
Calculated by the OPC based on the initial athlete assessment. 
0073 9. Minimum Wrestling Weight After Variance If a 
state exception for variance is in effect, this is calculated as 
(Minimum Wrestling Weight Prior to Variance)—(Variance). 
0074 10. Final Minimum Wrestling Weight. If a state 
exception for variance is in effect, this is Minimum Wrestling 
Weight After Variance, otherwise this is Minimum Wrestling 
Weight Prior to Variance. 
0075 11. Minimum Weight Class This is calculated as 
the closest weight class above the Final Minimum Wrestling 
Weight, and may be affected by a state rule with a deadline 
date, as well as the State's available weight classes. 
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(0076) 12. First Date at Minimum Weight Class. This is 
the first date the Final Minimum Wrestling Weight is below or 
equal to the Minimum Weight Class. 
0077. The scorebook system uses the alpha master report 
to pull the rosters and assessment data into the Competition 
Data Entry (CDE) and Live Scorebook (both web-based and 
offline) components. The team rosters may be pulled from 
roster management, a team roster grid table, or the original 
assessment data. The roster data may be associated with a 
“Master ID' for a school, which is associated with a particular 
School Name and School Address. 
0078. The Team Schedule component is used to enter all 
team competitions. This component may be used to enter 
information about a dual meet or tournament, or to join a 
previously-created tournament. In one embodiment, this 
component comprises the following data fields: 
(0079 13. Competition Type The user enters whether the 
competition is a dual meet or a tournament. 
0080 a. High School. The user can either choose to 
select a dual meet or a tournament and enter the remaining 
fields. 
I0081 b. College. The user may only submit information 
for new dual meets. If a tournament is needed, they may select 
to enter a tournament via a button on the Team Schedule page 
for a tournament already created. In general, only an admin 
istrative user, Such as a tournament administrator, can create 
tOurnamentS. 

I0082) 14. Event Name/Opponent Name Text field with 
name of the event. 
I0083. 15. Home/Away Describes whether the team will 
be home or away for this particular competition. 
I0084 16. Match Date Text field with the date of compe 
tition in an accepted format (e.g., MM/DD/YR). A calendar 
option for the user to select a date from a pop-up or windowed 
calendar may be provided. 
0085 17. Match Time Text field with the start time of the 
competition. 
I0086, 18. Location Text field with the specific location 
of the competition. 
I0087. 19. Canceled Defaults to “No” but may be 
changed to “Yes” in event of a cancellation. 
I0088. 20. Postponed Defaults to “No” but may be 
changed to “Yes” in event of a postponement. 
I0089. 21. Match Notes Text field describing any further 
notes on the competition. 
0090 When a new competition is created through the 
Team Schedule component, it will be reflected on the CDE 
page, Team Information page, and the Live Scorebook Dash 
board component. The Team Schedule component populates 
the Live Scorebook setups page with competitions. In one 
embodiment, the CDE page will override anything done 
through the Team Schedule component. For example, once a 
competition has been scored, a user may edit the team sched 
ule, but can only delete information through the CDE screen. 
0091. The system further comprises a Section I Report 
form, comprising assessment data used by the scorebook 
system when displaying reports, statistics, or the like. It is 
used by the various report components and Wrestler Informa 
tion pages. The Section I Report includes, but is not limited to, 
the following data: 
0092. 22. First Name 
0093 23. Middle Initial 
0094. 24. Last Name 
0.095 25. Gender 
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0096. 26. Division. This can be prepopulated based upon 
the Master ID. 
0097 27. Conference This can be prepopulated based 
upon the Master ID. 
0098. 28. Eligibility Year in School. In one embodiment, 
this is presented as a drop-down menu: FR (freshman), RSFR 
(red-shirt FR), SO (sophomore), RSSO (red-shirt SO), JR 
(junior), RSJR (red-shirt JR), SR (senior), RSSR (red-shirt 
SR), and Grad (graduate). 
0099. 29. First Time on NCAA Squad List Yes or No 
response, which can be presented as a drop-down menu. 
0100 30. Weight Class Wrestled Previous Year. 
0101 31. Date of Birth Text field with the date in an 
accepted format (e.g., MM/DD/YR). A calendar option for 
the user to select a date from a pop-up or windowed calendar 
may be provided. 
0102 32. Date of Assessment Text field with the date in 
an accepted format (e.g., MM/DD/YR). A calendar option for 
the user to select a date from a pop-up or windowed 20 
calendar may be provided. 
(0103 33. Hydration Level 
0104 34. Alpha Body Weight (BW) 
0105 35. Assessment Data 
01.06 36. Skinfold Measurements 
0107 37. Body Density (BD) 
0108) 38. Body Fat % (BF) 
0109 39. Fat Weight (FW) 
0110 40. Fat Free Weight 
0111. 41. Lowest Allowable Weight 
0112 42. Number of Days Between Date of Assessment 
and Deadline Date by Governing Body 
0113 43. Lowest Allowable Weight 
0114. 44. Minimum Wrestling Weight 
0115 45. Designated Weight Class 
0116 46. Person Performing Assessment 
0117 47. Person Entering Information 
0118. The Roster Management component is used to input 
and edit information about a team roster and members of that 
team. In one embodiment, access to this component is limited 
to a user with a high school or college Master ID. Edits or 
modifications in this component are reflected in all competi 
tion entry forms, wrestler reports, and Wrestler Information 
pages. This information includes, but is not limited to, the 
following data: 
0119) 48. Wrestler Name Text fields to allow for first, 
middle, last, and nickname entries. 
0120 49. Year in School May be presented as a drop 
down menu to select the current year in School (e.g., FR, 
RSFR, SO, RSSO, JR, RSJR, SR, RSSR, Grad). 
0121 50. Previous Year Weight Text field used to enter 
previous year weight class. This may be used to populate the 
same entry on the Section I Report. 
0122 51. Hometown/State Text field (or fields) used to 
enter the city and state of the wrestler's home. 
(0123 52. Date of Birth Date field, which may have a 
calendar option. 
0.124. 53. Gender “Male' and “Female' selections, 
which may be presented as a drop-down menu. 
0125 54. Two-Sport Athlete “Yes” and “No” selections, 
which may be presented as a drop-down menu. 
0126 55. Eligibility “Eligible” and “Ineligible” selec 
tions, which may be presented as a drop-down menu. 
0127. 56. Email text field used to enter athlete's email 
address. 
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I0128. The Team Roster Grid component presents all infor 
mation about the team roster in a grid format. It may be used 
by a user with a Master ID to view and edit information, and 
depending upon state affiliation regulations, to add and delete 
wrestlers (some state affiliations only permit the addition or 
deletion of athletes through assessment forms). In one 
embodiment, name, grade, minimum weight class (MWC), 
and weight class may be populated directly from the initial 
athlete assessment form. Names and grades that are exported 
to various wrestler reports may be edited here to display 
properly on reports and information pages. 
I0129. The Weigh-In component is used to input and edit 
information about a member of a team. The user selects the 
date of the competition from a calendar list, which may be 
presented as a list or a calendar, and selects the name of the 
event. The system may present a drop-down selection if there 
is a 1 or 2 pound allowance in effect for the date of the 
competition. The system thereupon presents a screen that 
shows all wrestlers in the event with an assessment, their 
eligible weight class for that date of competition, and their 
lowest eligible weight class for that date of competition. In 
one embodiment, the system may default the wrestler weight 
class to their eligible weight class for that date of competition. 
A coach user may have the option to change the weight class 
for a wrestler, by inputting the class or selecting the class from 
a drop down list. 
0.130. The system provides the option of downloading 
printable weigh-in forms for the event or competition, which 
may be in any format, including but not limited to a pdfor 
.doc file. In one embodiment, the form includes, but is not 
limited to, the following information: date of competition; 
name of event, weight class; wrestler's name; eligible weight 
class; minimum wrestling weight class; a line to write in the 
actual weight at the weigh-in for the event; the last recorded 
weigh-in weight; and the date for the last recorded weigh-in 
weight. These forms may then be used at the event weigh-in. 
After the event or match, a user, such as a coach, enters the 
actual weights from the event into the system. 
I0131 The system then processes the actual weights. If the 
new actual weight recorded is higher than the projected 
weight for that day, the weight loss plan component re-cal 
culates the weight loss plan using that actual weight by the 
appropriate formula. As described elsewhere, in one embodi 
ment the formula used is (actual weight*0.015). This will 
change the projected weights and eligible weight class. This 
processing may be turned off or on for particular states, 
regions, and the like. 
0.132. The system also may generate a weigh-in form 
report that shows all actual weights recorded for a wrestler or 
team members. Particular schools, regions, states, and the like 
may have the option of allowing opposing teams to see this 
information. The system also may generate automatically a 
“WLP violation report', which shows if a wrestler violates 
their eligible weight class for a competition. 
I0133. The scorebook system also comprises an adminis 
trative section. In one embodiment, an administrative user 
may use an “OPC Access' button or form in the administra 
tive section to grant or remove scorebook access roles for a 
particular member or user for a school. Once a school has 
authority to use the scorebook system, an authorized user can 
go to the Live Scorebook User Dashboard through the OPC 
Coaches tab to set up matches to be scored, score matches 
(e.g., by using the web-based Live Scorebook), or run team 
specific statistic reports. 
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0134. As shown in FIG. 2, the administrative user logs into 
the membership administrative site 100 to access the mem 
bers list. The user searches and locates the correct school 110, 
then updates the OPC Membership Access 120, enters the 
required form fields, and selects the scorebook user role or 
roles. This updates the security settings for that scorebook 
user 130. The form fields include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 
0135 57. Master ID. The Master ID of the member (i.e., 
School), typically prepopulated. 
0.136 58. Enter Login ID The coach's login ID. 
0.137 59. Enter School Name The school name as it 
appears on the membership card. 
0138 60. Select Roles—The scorebook user role selection 
grants access to parts of the scorebook system to the School 
and coach. 

0139 61. Update Roles for User This button saves all 
information and grants access to the school and coach to use 
the scorebook system. 
0140. The Competition Date Entry (CDE) component 
comprises forms for newspaper data Submission, dual com 
petition data entry, tournament data entry, and season record 
information. With regard to newspaper data Submissions, in 
one embodiment the user clicks on a button or icon to enter 
newspaper emails to which match results will be sent. The 
entry fields may include both newspaper name and newspaper 
email, and the ability to add, edit, and delete either field. The 
newspaper data is stored in a system database, with each 
newspaper record given a newspaper ID, a member state (i.e., 
the State associated with the logged-in user), a newspaper 
name, a newspaper email address, and an add date in the 
database. 

0141 Data entry for dual competition meets for high 
school may be initiated in two ways. If the Team Schedule 
component has been populated by the user, the competition 
will appear on the CDE page. If not, a user can enter a new 
competition at this point, although it may not be populated to 
the Team Schedule (determined by the state association rules 
and regulations concerning data entry of team schedules). 
Updating the CDE screen updates other tables in the database, 
such as statistical information for each wrestler from the 
logged-in school's roster. The high school dual meet CDE 
form includes, but is not limited to, the following data: 
0142 62. Date Date of competition; text field with a 
calendar option. 
0143 63. Type of Competition Prepopulated as Dual 
Meet for this situation. 

0144) 64. Level Selection of “Varsity,” “Freshman,” or 
“JV” (Junior Varsity), which may be presented as a drop 
down menu. 

0145 65. School Prepopulated with the school name 
associated with the user. 

0146 66. Opponent Name Text field for entry of the 
name of the opponent School. In one embodiment, this may be 
presented as a drop-down list of all Schools in the same State 
affiliation. 

0147 
0148 67. Your Team Score Text field allowing for user 
entry of total team score. 
0149 68. Opponent Team Score Text field allowing for 
user entry of opponent team's score. 

If out of state, direct entry may be required. 
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0150 69. Location Text field allowing for user entry of 
location of competition; it may be prepopulated if the com 
petition appears on the Team Schedule and the “Location 
field was previously entered. 
0151. 70. Event Name Text field allowing for user entry 
of name of competition; it may be prepopulated if the com 
petition appears on the Team Schedule and the “Event Name/ 
Opponent Name” field was previously entered. 
0152 Detailed meet results are entered in a form includ 
ing, but not limited to, the following fields: 
0153. 71. Competition Weight Class Prepopulated with 
the weight classes used by the state affiliation (typically 14 to 
15). 
0154 72. Wrestler Name A drop-down menu with the 
school's wrestlers listed from the alpha master report in order 
of Minimum Weight Class (or alphabetically). In one embodi 
ment, the drop-down default may be “Forfeit with the text 
box being blank. 
(O155 73. Actual Weight This field is populated once the 
weigh-in form has been completed with actual weigh-in 
weight entered. 
0156 74. Opponent's Name Drop-down menu with 
opponent School's wrestlers listed from the opponent's alpha 
master report in alphabetical order (or by Minimum Weight 
Class). In one embodiment, the drop-down default may be 
“Forfeit” with the textbox being blank. 
(O157 75. Win/Loss Drop-down list with W (Win), L 
(Loss), or NM (No Match), with the default being NM. Winor 
Loss is determined from the perspective of the logged-in 
School or team doing the entry. 
0158 76. Win Type Drop-down list with all win types 
available for high school competitions, with default being 
NM. 

0159) 
the entry. 
(0160 78. Opponent Score Text field to enter score of 
opponent. 
(0161 79. Time Text field to allow for entry of time for 
various win types. 
0162. In one embodiment, the weight class that is pulled 
for reports and information pages reflects the lowest weight 
wrestled during the season. If no matches were wrestled, the 
weight class is the eligible weight class. If a competition 
entered is a new low weight class wrestled for a specific 
wrestler, the information and Statistical pages are changed to 
show this as the weight class of the wrestler. 
0163 Data entry for dual competitions for college meets is 
equivalent to data entry for high School results, as described 
above, with several additions or modifications. One addition 
is an exhibition data entry table; data entered into this table is 
not entered into the system as an official match. In another 
embodiment, the entry forms use a button that triggers a text 
box entry field instead of a drop-down menu populated by the 
database. Results entered in this component are reflected 
inside the database, and are updated to season records, statis 
tics, and wrestler and team information pages. 
0164. Data entry for tournament competitions for high 
School tournaments comprises forms similar to those used for 
dual competitions, with Some changes. The data entry form to 
be completed for tournament details includes, but is not lim 
ited to, the following information: 
0.165 80. Date—date of competition entered in text area 
with a calendar option. 

77. Score Text field to enter in score of team doing 
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0166 81. Type of Competition tournament type, typi 
cally prepopulated from Team Schedule. 
(0167 82. Level Selection of “Varsity,” “Freshman,” or 
“JV” (Junior Varsity), which may be presented as a drop 
down menu. 
0168 83. School Name of school; may be prepopulated. 
0169 84. Team Score Score of team doing entry. 
0170 85. Team Finish Ranking of finish of team doing 
entry. 
0171 86. Tournament Name Name of the tournament; 
typically prepopulated from Event Name if the Team Sched 
ule was completed. 
0172 87. Location Location of the tournament; typi 
cally prepopulated from Location field if Team Schedule was 
completed. 
0173 The following detailed information is entered once 
the tournament information above has been entered: 
0.174 88. Weight Class Weight class of the individual 
wrestler; a drop-down menu with all available state associa 
tion weight classes may be used. 
(0175 89. Wrestler Name Name of the individual wres 
tler; a drop-down list with all of the team's roster may be 
presented. The name may be prepopulated from the alpha 
master report and ordered by MWC (or alphabetical). 
0176 90. Actual Weight Actual weight of the wrestler; 
does not get inserted until weigh-in form is updated with 
weigh-in weight. 
(0177 91. Opponent's School Text box for entry of 
opponent school; may be presented as a drop-down menu of 
all in-state Schools. 
0.178 92. Opponent's Name Textbox for entry of oppo 
nent's name; drop-down menu may be presented if a drop 
down menu was presented for Opponent's School. 
(0179 93. Win/Loss W (Win), L (Loss), or NM (No 
Match); may be presented as a drop-down list. 
0180 94. WinType All available high school win types: 
may be presented as a drop-down list. 
0181 95. Score Text field for wrestler's match score. 
0182 96. Opp. Score Text field for opponent's match 
SCO. 

0183 97. Time Text field to allow for entry of time for 
various win types. 
0184 98. Tournament Finish Rank of finish in tourna 
ment, typically places 1-8 and a “Did Not Place” (DNP) 
selection; may be presented as a drop-down list. 
0185. The formalso may contain a “New Wrestler” button 
that causes a blank match entry form to be presented to the 
user. A “Next Match' button may be used that also causes a 
blank match entry form to be presented, but automatically 
populates it with the Weight Class and Wrestler Name from 
the previous entry. This permits the user to sequentially enter 
match results for a given wrestler for the entire tournament. 
0186. When a tournament is populated with results, it is 
reflected in other tables in the database, and used to update 
wrestler and team records and statistics. When entering in a 
competition result, if the weight wrestled of a specific wres 
tler is the lowest of the year, the weight class on the wrestler 
reports and statistics is updated to show this weight class for 
the wrestler. 
0187 Data entry and result recording for college tourna 
ment competitions is the same as for high School tourna 
ments, except that tournament competition data is entered by 
an administrative user and is used to prepopulate the tourna 
ment selection window. 
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0188 Season record forms are updated on the same basis 
as wrestler information page records. Each time a match is 
updated either via the CDE scoring page or the live scoring 
system, the season record form is updated (along with the 
wrestler information pages). The season record forms are 
populated with the following information, which is pulled 
from the match results or other sources in the system: com 
petition date; actual weight; weight class; win/loss with the 
score and the decision; opponent's name and School/institu 
tion; and type of competition (e.g., dual meet, or actual tour 
nament name). The following information also may be 
included: Wrestler name: School year; certified weight class; 
initial assessment date; and date of first day at certified weight 
class. 
(0189 The Live Scorebook User Dashboard provides the 
user the ability to use a computer to set up a specific compe 
tition to be scored “live' or by using the live scorebook. The 
user also can enter statistical data from competitions, score a 
meet, and run team specific statistical reports. In one embodi 
ment, it is located in a private access area, and comprises four 
main functions: live coverage meet setup; raw data statistics 
entry; wrestler statistics report; and team schedule. 
0190. In the live coverage meet setup component, the team 
schedule is populated with each competition having a 
“select” button or icon next to it (college tournaments also 
have a “N/A button). When selecting a competition, the user 
may proceed to set up and/or score a competition live. 
0191 In one embodiment, the user can set up a competi 
tion to score using a client-based application (i.e., an Internet 
connection is not active during the competition). The user 
may select the competition details “show/edit' button, which 
presents the user a number of options. This includes options 
to indicate home/away, mat number, various competition 
flags, coverage links, and team addendums. Scoring using 
this client-side application is initiated by indicating “yes” for 
“to be covered live.” and then selecting an opponent. Scoring 
then proceeds as described below. 
0.192 If the user desires to score a competition on the 
Internet, he or she would follow the above steps, and then 
continue through the remaining steps to score alive match (as 
described below). The match, when flagged as live, appears 
on the live results page, and the results page for either high 
school or college, depending on the Master ID affiliation. The 
results also are entered into the CDE page for the logged-in 
user, and used to update season records/statistics, team infor 
mation, wrestler information, and all other results pages. 
0193 The raw data statistics entry component is used to 
enter raw statistics. When given access to the Live Scorebook 
User Dashboard, a user can create competitions, enter the 
results via the CDE page, and proceed to this component to 
enter statistics about a match. In one embodiment, the user 
clicks on a “Raw Data Stats Entry” button and is taken to a 
screen presenting a table similar to the schedule table, with a 
“select” button to the left of every competition. Selecting the 
competition opens a page or window showing all of the results 
that were entered into the CDE page for that competition. The 
user can then select a match, which opens a “match statistics 
entry” box or window. The user enters all desired statistics for 
both “scored' and “allowed values, and saves the data. These 
statistics are inserted into various statistics tables in the sys 
tem database, and also will appear on the appropriate wrestler 
and team information pages. 
0194 In one embodiment, for a wrestler with multiple 
matches at one event, the statistics only need to be entered as 
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a total for the event under one statistics box. Raw statistics 
may be updated every 24 hours (or every night) and made 
available to the public. 
0.195 The wrestler statistics report component permits a 
user to obtain a report of the user's team (i.e., the only wrestler 
names that are displayed are the names on the user's team 
roster). In one embodiment, the user is presented a number of 
filtering or sorting options, which may be presented as drop 
down menus. Filters include, but are not limited to, school 
year, gender, any available statistics (same as the raw statis 
tics data entered, along with various win types), weight class, 
and eligibility year. 
0196. The team schedule button on the dashboard is used 
to direct a user back to the OPC Team Schedule page (de 
scribed above). This is used as a shortcut in case a competition 
fails to show as an option (typically because the competition 
was never entered through the Team Schedule page). 
0197) In one embodiment, the entry of roster data depends 
on whether the team is in, or uses, the OPC system. This 
applies regardless of the method of scoring or the type of 
competition. 
0198 When a team uses or is in the OPC and chosen as the 
opponent, the system uses the saved roster information from 
the OPC alpha master report to pull into the live scorebook 
system. A text entry (typed-in opponent by user) is allowed in 
the live scorebook application, but does not save the wrestler 
to the OPC team's alpha master report. A text entry should 
only be used in the event a wrestler does not appear on a team. 
For scoring purposes, a typed-in wrestler is given a wrestler's 
ID and submitted to a “fake OPC school in the system. 
(0199. When a team does not use or appear in the OPC, the 
user has the ability to type in a school name as the opponent. 
This creates the school as a “fake” OPC member as if it were 
a member team. This team is hidden from all public viewing, 
and is solely used for live scoring purposes. When a compe 
tition (e.g., dual meet or tournament) is scored on the live 
scorebook system using a team that was created in the OPC by 
the user, the wrestler names are entered as text entries into the 
scorebook system. Typed-in wrestlers for these created OPC 
teams are given wrestler IDs and added into the OPC under 
the created OPC team/school. 
0200 Live scoring may be accomplished for both dual 
meets and tournaments. Live scoring may be accomplished 
through the Internet, or in the case of dual meets, may also be 
accomplished through a client-side application. FIG.3 shows 
the process to begin scoring a competition for both the Inter 
net-based and client-side application. In both cases, the user 
interacts with the system through a computing device, such as 
a personal computer. 
0201 In order to live score a dual meet using an Internet 
based version, the competition must be entered on the Team 
Schedule, and setup on the live scorebook user dashboard live 
coverage meet setups (i.e., "To be scored live' is flagged as 
“yes” and an opponent is selected). The user will then be able 
to select Wrestlers at weight classes to begin scoring (team 
rosters are pulled from the alpha master report for each team). 
The competition will show as either high school or college on 
the Live Coverage and Meet Results pages, depending on the 
affiliation. 
0202 The live score information from the competition 
will only update to the Team Information page and Wrestler 
Information page for the team that is logged in and scoring, 
unless the option was selected to update the opponent. Team 
scores, results, and statistical data (e.g., win types, take 
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downs, reversals, cautions, and stall warnings) will be posted 
to the appropriate information pages as the scoring occurs. 
Records may be updated overnight, as well as posting on the 
CDE pages. Statistics records for individual wrestlers may 
not update until statistics job runs are performed (typically 
overnight). 
0203 Season record forms are updated as the competition 

is scored (similarly to how they are updated by the CDE 
component). Various statistics and results database tables 
may also be updated during the scoring process. 
0204 At the completion of the competition, the user marks 
the match as complete. The option to send results to the 
newspapers list (set up on the CDE page) also may be pre 
sented. 
0205 As an alternative to live scoring with a live Internet 
connection, the user may choose to download a client-side 
application to score the selected dual meet competition (fol 
lowing the steps described above to set up the competition to 
be scored live). In one embodiment, the client-side applica 
tion communicates with the team schedule in order to find a 
competition entered on the team schedule. The competition is 
then set up on the live scorebook user dashboard live coverage 
meet setup (i.e., to be scored live flag is set to “yes”, and the 
opponent is selected). An optional field may be provided to 
update the score for the opponent (i.e., update opponents 
matches and statistics). The above steps may be completed 
within a web browser, and the user may then proceed to the 
client-side application to complete coverage of the competi 
tion. Once logged in, the user can choose to download the 
competition to be scored. Flagging the competition to be 
covered live and selecting an opponent will force the compe 
tition to appear the client-side application download window. 
0206. After the competition is downloaded, the user can 
choose to score with or without an active Internet connection, 
provided the computer on which the application was down 
loaded is used for scoring. This permits the user to take the 
computer into an area where there may be no Internet access, 
or even if the computer is connected to the Internet, to score 
a match even though the Internet connection may be dropped 
or erratic. 
0207. The application pulls the rosters from the alpha mas 
ter report for both participating teams. Each matchup saved 
will be reflected on the match results pages, as well as the 
CDE, wrestler information, and season record pages. The 
application sends all statistical data to the team and wrestler 
information pages as each match is being scored. This 
includes, but is not limited to, win types, takedowns, rever 
sals, cautions, and stall warnings. 
0208. At the conclusion of the competition, the user has 
two completion options, depending on whether the computer 
is connected to the Internet at that time. If connected, the user 
can finalize the competition, and send the results to newspa 
pers immediately. If unconnected, all inputs and transactions 
are saved as “pending, and are pushed through to the system 
when the computer is reconnected to the Internet and the user 
opens the competition to score again. Once done, the pending 
transactions are finalized as normal. 
0209 If the score opponent match option was selected, the 
system will update the scores for the opponent as well. 
0210 Live scoring for tournaments may be accomplished 
in a similar manner, except that all competition competitors 
must be flagged to be a participant in the tournament before 
starting. College affiliations must have the tournament 
selected on the OPC Team Schedule, which allows the user to 
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select which wrestlers will be competing and at which weight 
classes. This flags the wrestlers in the database for that tour 
nament ID, and will indicate which rosters are pulled for the 
tournament scoring application. High School affiliations must 
select the tournament to compete in, and select the rosters at 
the tournament. 
0211 An administrative user logs in using a tournament 
administrator ID to use the application, which can be down 
loaded as a client-side application. Tournament scoring is 
usually performed by a tournament director and/or desig 
nated lead person or administrator for the tournament. 
Administrative scoring Submits results for all competitors. 
0212 Tournament directors and/or lead persons or admin 
istrators are provided a user name and password into the 
system and OPC for the tournament. They have the ability 
pull a file from the OPC that lists all participants chosen by 
each School. The file may be a simple, comma-delimited text 
file, and may include, but is not limited to, the following data 
items: name; school; weight class; wins; losses; grade; wres 
tler ID; and tournament ID. 
0213 Logging in using the tournament administrator ID 
permits the administrative user to download the competition 
and pull all rosters selected for this event. The bracketing 
component or system, which may be integrated with the live 
scorebook system, or may comprise a separate system or 
program, may then be implemented to create brackets for the 
tournament. The wrestler IDs and tournament ID must be the 
same in both the tournament bracketing component and the 
live scoring system. 
0214 Seeding and brackets are created in the tournament 
bracket component. The tournament bracketing system deter 
mines the number of places for each weight class. The brack 
ets can be created in a PDF or html format (or similar format) 
that can be posted to the web. Brackets can be set up to have 
pre-bracket placement, random draw or complete seeding. 
After brackets are created, bout numbers are created in the 
system. These are used to push information to the live scoring 
system, which receives the bout number via either a web 
interface or a direct connection to the database to score the 
match. The user does not select the wrestler's names or 
weights. They select the next bout number that is sent to the 
corresponding mat. The bout number sends the wrestlers 
names, School, bout ID and weight class. The scoring system 
pulls the correct IDs for each wrestler as determined by the 
bout ID. 
0215. The live scoring system scores the match and 
declares a winner. The live scoring system, via a direct data 
base connection or web interface, sends back the winning 
wrestler for the corresponding bout number. This includes the 
winning wrestler name, ID and score of win. The tournament 
bracket system then updates the brackets accordingly. The 
wrestler advances to the new corresponding spot in a tourna 
ment bracket. The losing wrestler could either be eliminated 
from the bracket or placed in a new spot in the bracket. 
0216. As match winners are created, the team score is 
updated based on the tournament's settings. The tournament 
bracketing system updates the official team score for each 
team. Official team scores are updated using point value as in 
the high School and college rule books. 
0217 Brackets may have a link on them that displays the 
Live Coverage Meets page for the corresponding match. Fur 
ther links may be provided to pages on various websites that 
give all results for the event. Thus, a fan is able to view the 
results by round, weight class, and School. 
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0218. The tournament application posts results, records, 
statistics, and other match information just as in the dual meet 
application, except that the information is posted for all com 
petitors (as opposed to just the authenticated, or logged-in, 
user). All information also may be posted to Meet Results and 
Live Coverage Meets pages, season record forms, and CDE 
pages. As a result, team users should not have to report scores 
or statistics to their OPC pages. 
0219. In yet another embodiment, the system provides for 
self-scoring tournaments. The may be provided if a user 
scores only their own wrestlers matches. This submits results 
(e.g., statistics, wins, losses, etc.) for the team, which is 
authenticated in the system when logged in. 
0220. A tournament for self-scoring is set up in the OPC as 
a tournament event for the team logged into the OPC. The 
cover live or “use the scorebook’ option is selected as “yes” 
and saved. The user proceeds to the user dashboard as 
describes above, and selects the tournament to be scored. The 
user may filter and select all participating teams for the tour 
nament, which pulls OPC roster information into the appli 
cation. Once teams are selected and saved, the user proceeds 
to the scorebook application, and downloads the competition, 
which makes the roster information available when scoring 
the tournament. All information submitted through this 
method is inserted into the system databases and pages only 
for the logged-in team. 
0221) The scorebook system further comprises Team 
Information and Wrestler Information pages. In one embodi 
ment, the pages are the same for both college and high school 
teams, with some minor differences as discussed below. 
0222. The Team Information page comprises season team 
results, season roster, and season statistics sections. Season 
team results are a compiled schedule from the OPC Team 
Schedule that lists the date, location, opponent, event name, 
result, and score (for college teams, this also includes statis 
tics). The season team results are obtained from the CDE and 
live scoring components discussed above. The user can select 
a date or event name to be directed to a match-by-match 
listing for that competition. 
0223) The season roster section is a roster listing of the 
team, displayed in a table or similar format, listing first and 
last name, gender, grade, weight class, and season record for 
each member of the roster (for college teams, this also 
includes eligibility year, division record, division win%, and 
rank). By selecting the individual's first or last name, the user 
is directed to the individual Wrestler Information page. 
0224. The season statistics section of the Team Informa 
tion pages lists every statistical category kept in the database 
for both value scored and value allowed. 
0225. The Wrestler Information page comprises wrestler 
information, season statistics, and season results sections. 
The wrestler information section provides a brief overview of 
the wrestler, and provides last name, first name, School, state, 
grade, gender, weight class, and record (for college wrestlers, 
this also includes division, conference, eligibility year, divi 
sion record, division win%, and rank). 
0226. The season statistics section provides every statisti 
cal category kept in the database for both value scored and 
value allowed. It may be presented in table form. It comprises 
all statistical categories the database captures about every 
result entered by the CDE or live scoring. 
0227. The seasons results section provides the entire year 
match results for the wrestler, including date, opponent name, 
opponent School, weight class, result, win type, score, and 
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tourney place. It may be presented in table form. If the oppo 
nent name and School were selected from the system (i.e., not 
typed into the text entry inside the CDE page), the opponent 
name and opponent School name provide dynamic links to the 
opponent Wrestler Information page and opponent Team 
Information page, respectively. Selecting the date shows all 
matches for that competition under that Master ID, and shows 
the match details of that particular match if the match was 
scored using live scoring. 
0228. A user may search for a team or wrestler using the 
Main Search component. Searches may be performed using 
filters, which may be presented as drop-down menu options, 
or as textbox entry. The Main Search component allows three 
different filtering options when searching for college teams: 
School name, division, or conference. The School name filter 
provides the name for all schools in the system. The division 
and conference filters provide a list of all teams matching the 
selected division or conference. The output displayed for all 
options for college teams includes, but is not limited to, 
School, State, division, conference, and record. Selecting the 
team name also will take the user to the Team Information 
page. 
0229. For high school teams, the Main Search component 
operates in the same way, except that it provides two filtering 
options: School name, or state. The state filter provides a list 
of all teams matching the selected State. In addition, the 
output displayed may be limited to School name, state, and 
record. 
0230 Searching for wrestlers also may be accomplished 
using different filter options. For college wrestlers, the search 
filters include, but are not limited to, last name, first name, 
School, eligibility year, gender, weight class, division, and 
conference. The output for college wrestlers includes, but is 
not limited to, School, state, division, conference, last name, 
first name, eligibility year, gender, weight class and record. 
For high school wrestlers, the search filters include, but are 
not limited to, last name, first name, School, grade, gender, 
weight class, and state. Output for high School wrestlers 
includes, but is not limited to, School, state, last name, first 
name, grade, gender, weight class and record. In both cases, 
selecting the wrestler name will take the user to the Wrestler 
Information page. 
0231. The Wrestler Statistics Report component allows 
the user to view statistical leaders in various categories, 
depending on whether the wrestler is a high School or college 
athlete. Inquiries may be performed using filters, which may 
be presented as drop-down menu options, or as textbox entry. 
These include, but are not limited to, School year, top count 
(10, 20, 30, and so on), gender, statistic, state, weight class, 
and grade or School year (for college wrestlers, these also 
include conference, division, and eligibility year). Returned 
values are those submitted through CDE or live scoring. Out 
put may be presented in table form, and includes, but is not 
limited to, rank, statistic count, full name, School, state, 
weight class, gender, grade or School year, and record (for 
college wrestlers, division, conference and eligibility year 
also may be included). The wrestler names and School names 
may be dynamically linked to the respective Wrestler Infor 
mation and Team Information pages, respectively. 
0232. The Team Statistics Report component provides sta 

tistics reports in a similar fashion to the Wrestler Statistics 
Report component, except that team statistical data is being 
searched instead of wrestler statistical data. Filters include, 
but are not limited to, School year, statistic, state, and top 
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count (and division and conference, for colleges). Output 
includes, but is not limited to, rank, statistic count, School, 
state, record (and division and conference, for colleges). 
Dynamic links based on School names also may be provided. 
0233. The Meet Results Report component provides 
reports about any competitions in the scorebook system Sub 
mitted through CDE or live scoring. Inquiries may be per 
formed using filters, which may be presented as drop-down 
menu options, or as textbox entry. Filters include, but are not 
limited to, School year, School, state, and competition type 
(dual vs. tournament), and may be combined with a calendar 
start/end date function, which returns all competitions that 
meet the filtering options inside the dates specified. For col 
lege meets, filters also include conference and division. Out 
put may be presented in table form, and includes, but is not 
limited to, date, team, state, opponent, location, event name, 
result and score. From the output, the user can click on the 
date, which will present the match listings for that team at that 
event. Selecting the school name will direct the user to the 
Team Information page for that school. 
0234. The Live Meets Results Report component is simi 
lar to the Meet Results Reports component discussed above, 
except that the competition was or is being scored lived, or 
using the live scorebook. Output thus also includes the status 
of the meet (e.g., “in progress'). From the output, the user can 
click on the date, which will present the match listings for that 
team at that event. Selecting the school name will direct the 
user to the Team Information page for that school. 
0235. The Seeding Reports component updates a wres 

tler's seeding or ranking criteria based on updates to the 
wrestler's individual season record form (which is updated as 
results are entered into the scorebook application). 
0236. For college teams, the Conference Standings com 
ponent provides conference standings for a selected confer 
ence. The user selects a particular conference, which may be 
by means of a textbox or drop-down menu. Output includes, 
but is not limited to, school name, overall record, overall '%, 
conference record, and conference %. Selecting the School 
name directs the user to the Team Information page for that 
School. 

0237 As discussed above, competition specific statistical 
data at the college level also may be provided. On the Team 
Information page, the season team results section may pro 
vide a “Stats' button for each competition. Clicking on this 
button breaks the competition down into three separate com 
ponents: 
0238 99. Team Statistics Competition specific statisti 
cal information (same statistical components as on the Team 
Information page, just competition specific). 
0239 100. Individual Statistics Comprehensive break 
down of each individual wrestler's statistics for each match 
wrestled. 

0240 101. Individual Statistics by Period Individual 
wrestler's statistics for each match wrestled, further broken 
down by each period. 
0241 Further, match data can be accessed from within a 
Team Information page, a Wrestler Information page, or sev 
eral other reports. When a competition date or time is selected 
from any such report or page, the user is provided the match 
listings for that School at that particular competition. The user 
then has the option of saving and opening the listed results in 
a text, PDF, Excel, or other similar file format. If the compe 
tition was entered using the live scoring system, clicking on 
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the weight class or the “view’’ button directs the user to a 
match commentary and details listing for that match. 
0242. In order to provide a context for the various aspects 
of the invention, the following discussion provides a brief, 
general description of a suitable computing environment in 
which the various aspects of the present invention may be 
implemented. A computing system environment is one 
example of a suitable computing environment, but is not 
intended to Suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or 
functionality of the invention. A computing environment may 
contain any one or combination of components discussed 
below, and may contain additional components, or some of 
the illustrated components may be absent. Various embodi 
ments of the invention are operational with numerous general 
purpose or special purpose computing systems, environments 
or configurations. Examples of computing systems, environ 
ments, or configurations that may be suitable for use with 
various embodiments of the invention include, but are not 
limited to, personal computers, laptop computers, computer 
servers, computer notebooks, hand-held devices, micropro 
cessor-based systems, multiprocessor Systems, TV set-top 
boxes and devices, programmable consumer electronics, cell 
phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), network PCs, 
minicomputers, mainframe computers, embedded systems, 
distributed computing environments, and the like. 
0243 Embodiments of the invention may be implemented 
in the form of computer-executable instructions. Such as pro 
gram code or program modules, being executed by a com 
puter or computing device. Program code or modules may 
include programs, objections, components, data elements and 
structures, routines, Subroutines, functions and the like. 
These are used to perform or implement particular tasks or 
functions. Embodiments of the invention also may be imple 
mented in distributed computing environments. In Such envi 
ronments, tasks are performed by remote processing devices 
linked via a communications network or other data transmis 
sion medium, and data and program code or modules may be 
located in both local and remote computer storage media 
including memory storage devices. 
0244. In one embodiment, a computer system comprises 
multiple client devices in communication with at least one 
server device through or over a network. In various embodi 
ments, the network may comprise the Internet, an intranet, 
Wide Area Network (WAN), or Local Area Network (LAN). 
It should be noted that many of the methods of the present 
invention are operable within a single computing device. 
0245. A client device may be any type of processor-based 
platform that is connected to a network and that interacts with 
one or more application programs. The client devices each 
comprise a computer-readable medium in the form of volatile 
and/or nonvolatile memory such as read only memory (ROM) 
and random access memory (RAM) in communication with a 
processor. The processor executes computer-executable pro 
gram instructions stored in memory. Examples of Such pro 
cessors include, but are not limited to, microprocessors, 
ASICs, and the like. 
0246 Client devices may further comprise computer 
readable media in communication with the processor, said 
media storing program code, modules and instructions that, 
when executed by the processor, cause the processor to 
execute the program and perform the steps described herein. 
Computer readable media can be any available media that can 
be accessed by computer or computing device and includes 
both volatile and nonvolatile media, and removable and non 
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removable media. Computer-readable media may further 
comprise computer storage media and communication 
media. Computer storage media comprises media for storage 
of information, Such as computer readable instructions, data, 
data structures, or program code or modules. Examples of 
computer-readable media include, but are not limited to, any 
electronic, optical, magnetic, or other storage or transmission 
device, a floppy disk, hard disk drive, CD-ROM, DVD, mag 
netic disk, memory chip, ROM, RAM, EEPROM, flash 
memory or other memory technology, an ASIC, a configured 
processor, CDROM, DVD or other optical disk storage, mag 
netic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other 
magnetic storage devices, or any other medium from which a 
computer processor can read instructions or that can store 
desired information. Communication media comprises media 
that may transmit or carry instructions to a computer, includ 
ing, but not limited to, a router, private or public network, 
wired network, direct wired connection, wireless network, 
other wireless media (such as acoustic, RF, infrared, or the 
like) or other transmission device or channel. This may 
include computer readable instructions, data structures, pro 
gram modules or other data in a modulated data signal Such as 
a carrier wave or other transport mechanism. Said transmis 
sion may be wired, wireless, or both. Combinations of any of 
the above should also be included within the scope of com 
puter readable media. The instructions may comprise code 
from any computer-programming language, including, for 
example, C, C++, C#, Visual Basic, Java, and the like. 
0247 Components of a general purpose client or comput 
ing device may further include a system bus that connects 
various system components, including the memory and pro 
cessor. A system bus may be any of several types of bus 
structures, including, but not limited to, a memory bus or 
memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any 
of a variety of bus architectures. Such architectures include, 
but are not limited to, Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) 
bus, Micro Channel Architecture (MCA) bus, Enhanced ISA 
(EISA) bus, Video Electronics Standards Association 
(VESA) local bus, and Peripheral Component Interconnect 
(PCI) bus. 
0248 Computing and client devices also may include a 
basic input/output system (BIOS), which contains the basic 
routines that help to transfer information between elements 
within a computer, such as during start-up. BIOS typically is 
stored in ROM. In contrast, RAM typically contains data or 
program code or modules that are accessible to or presently 
being operated on by processor, Such as, but not limited to, the 
operating System, application program, and data. 
0249 Client devices also may comprise a variety of other 
internal or external components, such as a monitor or display, 
a keyboard, amouse, a trackball, a pointing device, touchpad, 
microphone, joystick, satellite dish, Scanner, a disk drive, a 
CD-ROM or DVD drive, or other input or output devices. 
These and other devices are typically connected to the pro 
cessor through a user input interface coupled to the system 
bus, but may be connected by other interface and bus struc 
tures, such as a parallel port, serial port, game port or a 
universal serial bus (USB). A monitor or other type of display 
device is typically connected to the system bus via a video 
interface. In addition to the monitor, client devices may also 
include other peripheral output devices such as speakers and 
printer, which may be connected through an output peripheral 
interface. 
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0250) Client devices may operate on any operating system 
capable of Supporting an application of the type disclosed 
herein. Client devices also may support a browser or browser 
enabled application. Examples of client devices include, but 
are not limited to, personal computers, laptop computers, 
personal digital assistants, computer notebooks, hand-held 
devices, cellular phones, mobile phones, Smartphones, pag 
ers, digital tablets, Internet appliances, and other processor 
based devices. Users may communicate with each other, and 
with other systems, networks, and devices, over the network 
through the respective client devices. 
0251 Thus, it should be understood that the embodiments 
and examples have been chosen and described in order to best 
illustrate the principles of the invention and its practical appli 
cations to thereby enable one of ordinary skill in the art to best 
utilize the invention in various embodiments and with various 
modifications as are Suited for particular uses contemplated. 
Even though specific embodiments of this invention have 
been described, they are not to be taken as exhaustive. There 
are several variations that will be apparent to those skilled in 
the art, and variations and changes may be made by those 
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-based system for ranking a group of wres 

tlers, comprising: 
a ranking module comprising a computing device with a 

microprocessor in electronic communication with one 
or more databases or computer readable media storing 
data associated with a plurality of competitors; wherein 
the microprocessor of the ranking module is pro 
grammed to 
obtain specified pieces of data from the database about 

each competitor entered into a tournament, 
calculate a rank according to a ranking matrix, and 
optionally, generate a bracketed tournament based on 

the calculated rank for each competitor. 
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the database is in elec 

tronic communication with a scorebook system, wherein the 
scorebook system comprises a microprocessor programmed 
to permit a user to: 

enter a team in a competition; and 
enter results of the competition for storage in the database. 
3. The system of claim 2, further wherein the microproces 

sor of the scorebook system is programmed to permita user to 
enter results of the competition while the competition is 
ongoing. 

4. The system of claim 2, further wherein the databases or 
computer readable media storing information about a team 
are remote from the computing device, and the electronic 
communication is through the Internet. 

5. The system of claim 2, further where the one or more 
databases storing results of the competition are remote from 
the computing device. 

6. The system of claim 2, wherein the team the athletic 
team is a wrestling team. 

7. The system of claim 2, further wherein the microproces 
sor of the ranking module is programmed to create a bracket 
for the competition. 

8. The system of claim 7, further wherein the brackets are 
automatically updated while the competition is ongoing 
based upon the results of the competition which also are 
updated while the competition is ongoing. 
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9. The system of claim 2, further wherein the microproces 
sor is programmed to permit a user to enter, add, update, 
modify, or delete information about a team, or about one or 
more individuals on a team. 

10. A computer-based system for storing and analyzing 
data about an athletic team, comprising: 

at least one computer server with a microprocessor in elec 
tronic communication with a database storing informa 
tion about teams and individual athletes; 

wherein the microprocessor is programmed to: 
provide information about a team or individual athlete in 

response to a request; 
receive information about the results of an athletic com 

petition; and 
update the information about the team or individual 

athlete based on the athletic competition results infor 
mation. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the request is received 
from a remote computing device in electronic communica 
tion with the computer server. 

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the electronic com 
munication is through the Internet. 

13. The system of claim 10, further wherein the micropro 
cessor is programmed to provide statistical information or 
analytical information about the team, individual athlete, or 
athletic competition. 

14. The system of claim 10, wherein the athletic competi 
tion results information is received while the competition is 
still ongoing. 

15. The system of claim 10, wherein the athletic competi 
tion results information is received after the competition has 
concluded. 

16. The system of claim 10, wherein the information about 
an individual athlete includes weight or weight class. 

17. The system of claim 10, wherein the database storing 
information about teams and individual athletes is in elec 
tronic communication with a ranking module comprising a 
computing device with a microprocessor in electronic com 
munication with one or more databases or computer readable 
media storing data associated with a plurality of competitors; 

wherein the microprocessor of the ranking module is pro 
grammed to obtain specified pieces of data from the 
database about each competitor entered into a tourna 
ment, 

calculate a rank according to a ranking matrix, and 
optionally, generate a bracketed tournament based on the 

calculated rank for each competitor. 
18. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 

with an executable program stored thereon, wherein the pro 
gram instructs a microprocessor to perform the following 
steps: 

obtain pieces of data from a database containing indexed 
data about each competitor entered into a tournament, 

calculate a rank according to a ranking matrix, and 
optionally, generate a bracketed tournament based on the 

calculated rank for each competitor. 
19. A method for seeding a bracketed tournament, com 

prising the steps of: 
placing a computer server with a microprocessor in elec 

tronic communication with a database comprising 
indexed data regarding a plurality of individual wres 
tlers, wherein the microprocessor is programmed to: 
obtain data about each wrestler entered into the tourna 
ment from the database, 
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calculate a rank for each wrestler according to a ranking 
matrix, and 

optionally, generate a bracketed tournament based on 
the calculated rank for each wrestler. 
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